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Collection Summary
Collection Title: Souvenir of Blue Lakes, Lake Co., Calif. Views by Wallace H. Dow
Date: ca. 1895
Collection Number: BANC PIC 19xx.134--ALB
Collector: Dow, Wallace H.
Extent: 39 black and white prints, mounted in album, 24 x 30 cm.39 digital objects
Repository: The Bancroft Library.
University of California, Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720-6000
Phone: (510) 642-6481
Fax: (510) 642-7589
Email: bancref@library.berkeley.edu
URL: http://bancroft.berkeley.edu/
Languages Represented: Collection materials are in English
Access
Collection is open for use.
Publication Rights
Copyright has not been assigned to The Bancroft Library. All requests for permission to publish photographs must be submitted in writing to the Curator of Pictorial Collections. Permission for publication is given on behalf of The Bancroft Library as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the reader.
Copyright restrictions also apply to digital representations of the original materials. Use of digital files is restricted to reseach and educational purposes.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Souvenir of Blue Lakes, Lake Co., Calif. Views by Wallace H. Dow, ca. 1895, BANC PIC 19xx.134--ALB, The Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley
Digital Representations Available
Digital representations of original pictorial materials are available in the list of materials below. Digital image files were prepared from selected Library originals by the Library Photographic Service. Library originals were copied onto 35mm color transparancy film; the film was scanned and transferred to Kodak Photo CD (by Custom Process); and the Photo CD files were color-corrected and saved in JFIF (JPEG) format for use as viewing files.
Acquisition Information
Unknown.

**Scope and Content**

This album appears to have been professionally produced as a promotional tool for the Blue Lake area around 1895. It has a title stamped on the cover and printed captions for some of the photographs. These captions are reprinted in the container listing. Supplied captions in the container listing are bracketed. A printed page at the beginning of the album identifies the photographer as Wallace H. Dow. No information is available on him. Two of the photographs (no. 1 and no. 26) have captions identifying the photographer as E. Verdier and H. Wambold, respectively. Subjects include views of the Blue Lakes; hotels and houses in the area; swimming and boating; rural views; groups of visitors; and a view of the Saratoga Valley.

---

**Le Trianon (E. Verdier) [hotel]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:01--ALB  ark:/13030/tf900010f0
[View of building by lake] BANC PIC 19xx.134:02--ALB  ark:/13030/tf71nb6pf

**Mirror View of the Lake** BANC PIC 19xx.134:03--ALB  ark:/13030/tf2s2006n2

**[Boaters and swimmers on lake]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:04--ALB  ark:/13030/tf9489p3f3

**Blue Lake Park** BANC PIC 19xx.134:05--ALB  ark:/13030/tf5z09p1k6

**[People on field, possibly playing croquet]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:06--ALB  ark:/13030/tf9b69p3z5

**Weisman's [Large group portrait in front of Blue Lake Hotel]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:07--ALB  ark:/13030/tf449p1rv

**[Overhead view of fields]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:08--ALB  ark:/13030/tf4x0nb4fk

**[View of lake from road]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:12--ALB  ark:/13030/tf7b69p2vh

**Sulphur Spring [group portrait outdoors]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:13--ALB  ark:/13030/tf6779p2mx

**[Man at lake]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:14--ALB  ark:/13030/tf587007k5

**[Group portrait on deck]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:20--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3h4nb3ww

**[Overhead view of lake. Another view of picture no. 2]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:21--ALB  ark:/13030/tf2h4nb3gc

**[Men with rifles and girl in doorway of log cabin]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:23--ALB  ark:/13030/tfo1v19n956

**Clark's Dive into the Lake** BANC PIC 19xx.134:24--ALB  ark:/13030/tf7x0nb7df

**[Lake view]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:25--ALB  ark:/13030/tf51nb4wz

**Laurel Dell (H. Wambold)** BANC PIC 19xx.134:26--ALB  ark:/13030/tfo59n7rd

**[Women playing cards, guitar, and mandolin]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:27--ALB  ark:/13030/tfx0nb36v

**The Solid Ten [women posing on stage]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:28--ALB  ark:/13030/tf867nb6n9

**[Landscape]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:29--ALB  ark:/13030/tf358006z3

**[Landscape]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:30--ALB  ark:/13030/tfx0nb21q

**Home of the Solid Ten [Men on stage at Blue Lakes Cannery. "Beatty, Photo, Ukiah" written on stage]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:31--ALB  ark:/13030/tf187005s2

**[Distant view of lake]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:32--ALB  ark:/13030/tfs0404jm

**The Pony Rig [Children in pony-drawn wagon, "Blue Lake Stage Line"]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:33--ALB  ark:/13030/tf9j49p452

**[Man on tree limb over stream]** BANC PIC 19xx.134:34--ALB  ark:/13030/tf2c600677
[Group portrait. Children's camp?] BANC PIC 19xx.134:35--ALB  ark:/13030/tf2d5nb2m9
Picnic Party BANC PIC 19xx.134:36--ALB  ark:/13030/tf1m3nb1sd
[Distant view of rowboat on lake] BANC PIC 19xx.134:37--ALB  ark:/13030/tf3r29p063
Saratoga Valley BANC PIC 19xx.134:38--ALB  ark:/13030/tf1t1nb2tq
[Men and boys posing for portrait near fruit trees] BANC PIC 19xx.134:39--ALB  ark:/13030/tf1199n979